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Abstract

Accurately simulating fractured systems requires treating the fracture’s charac-

teristics. Here we describe a novel framework that involves coupling the Hybrid

Embedded Fracture (HEF) scheme with Machine Learning. In general, HEF

is more accurate than continuum medium schemes and less reliable but more

efficient than the Discrete Fracture Networks (DFN) schemes. In our work, the

attributes used to estimate the HEF flux exchange parameters are extracted us-

ing image processing, Machine-Learning, and Artificial-Intelligence techniques.

In addition, we formulate a pure Machine-Learning classifier and Deep-Learning

topology design to deal with the extraction of hierarchical fracture features from

low-level to high-level based on Neural-Network layers. Computations are vi-

sualized using velocity vectors that are controlled by fractures characteristics

extracted automatically from the fractured systems images. Their results pro-

vide an understanding of the flow behavior and maps of pressure distributions.
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1. Introduction

Orthodox 3D seismic technologies measure acoustic reflexion from an energy

source. However, micro-seismic observation technologies apply passive methods

and are referred to as ”induced seismicity” [1, 2, 3]. In other words, they listen to

seismic energies already occurring underground resulting from human actions or5

industrial procedures like geothermal operations, drilling, enhanced oil recovery,

hydraulic fracturing, etc.

Based on these micro-seismic data, one of the most intriguing challenges

is to model the oil and/or gas fluid flows within the complex networks of the

well-developed fractures in horizontal wells with various orientations and so-10

phisticated patterns. Since the fracture’s properties and attributes vary on a

reservoir-by-reservoir basis as well as on a well-by-well basis, this led to the ne-

cessity to explore the flow regime’s diversity with respect to the various fractured

network shapes forged within a particular scale.

Several literature explicit fracture modeling schemes were developed over15

the years as illustrated in Appendix A [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,

16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21], each of which had their advantages and disadvantages

as also discussed in Appendix A. However, recently, the Hybrid Fracture (HF)

schemes are receiving more attention due to the flexibility of this approach in

combining attributes of several numerical schemes within a single simulation20

model as discussed also in Appendix A.

In this paper, an iterative Hybrid Embedded Fracture (HEF) scheme is

adopted. It utilizes Lee et al. [19, 20] hierarchical assumptions for the frac-

tures classification according to the relation between each fracture length lf

and its corresponding grid cell side length lg. So, when lf << lg, the fractures25

are short and mostly disconnected; when lf ≈ lg, the fractures are consid-

ered medium in length; and when lf >> lg, the fractures are long. The HEF

scheme explicitly treats both visible medium- and long-size fractures within the

fine scale fractured grid cells using generalized analytic equations, and solves

for the matrix-fracture system pressure. The short disconnected fractures ef-30
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fects are embedded within the effective matrix permeability either analytically

[19, 20, 22], numerically [23, 24, 25, 26], or statistically [24, 27].

The HEF scheme generalized assumptions and analytic estimations can sim-

ply be enhanced by embedding additional degrees of freedom for better analytic

estimations, as will be discussed by details in a following paper. For the sake of35

simplifying the discussion in this paper, the scheme applicability is illustrated

using the conventional Cell-Centered Finite Difference (CCFD) discretization

method.

Since adding additional degrees of freedom to get better analytic estima-

tions in the fine-scale depends basically on accurately extracting the fracture’s40

properties, this paper focuses on discussing the possible ways to extracting the

fracture’s properties from the fractured porous media images. In other words,

the input to the first stage system will be raw images of the fractured systems

and the output will be the fine-scale fractures properties within each grid cell.

This paper covers the discussion of three ways to extract the fracture’s prop-45

erties from images for the first stage system:

• The first system is built utilizing image processing, Machine-Learning

(ML), and Artificial-Intelligence (AI) techniques (implemented and its ac-

curacy is tested within this paper).

• Another possible pure Machine-Learning classifier is formulated.50

• In addition, a Deep-Learning (DL) topology is designed for the future work

to deal with the extraction of hierarchical fracture features from low-level

to high-level based on Neural-Network layers.

In order to understand the computational effort exerted in extracting the frac-

ture’s properties automatically from any fractured system image using one of55

these three approaches, it is important to distinguish between the Artificial

Intelligence (AI), the Machine Learning (ML), and the Deep Learning (DL)

concepts and techniques [28, 29]. Appendix B illustrates their differences in

detail.
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The fractures recognition process can be summarized by the following steps:60

feature extraction, feature coding, feature combination, and object recognition.

After the fracture’s properties within each grid cell are extracted, analytic fine-

scale estimations are evaluated for: (1) the matrix-fracture flux exchange param-

eters, (2) the shape factors, and (3) the transfer terms. The analytic estimations

are then used to solve for the matrix-fracture system pressures in coarse-scale65

as illustrated in [6].

2. Machine Learning (ML) Based HEF Scheme

In order to approximate the matrix fracture system pressures and concentra-

tions, fracture properties within each grid cell must be specified; namely, lengths,

volumes, orientations, surrounding angles. Figure 1 illustrates the steps required70

to be followed as well as step 1 for extracting the fracture’s properties from im-

ages using three ML and DL approaches: (1) utilize ML and AI, (2) utilize ML,

and (3) utilize DL. The first one of these is explored in this paper along with

the design of the second and third.

Figure 1: The workflow followed to solve for the matrix-fracture system pressure or concen-

tration utilizing the porous media system images. The first step to extract the fracture’s

properties from the images can be applied using three approaches.
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3. Step 1: extract the fracture’s properties from75

images

3.1. Approach 1: utilizing image processing, Machine-Learning

(ML), and Artificial-Intelligence (AI) techniques

Most images have substantial noise, as shown by examples in Appendix C. So,

the first step when processing images is to remove as much noise as possible.80

Several sharpening and noise removal filters can be used for this purpose utilizing

either Photoshop software, or Python and MATLAB image processing tools, or

any other software that provides an image processing capability. Figure 2 shows

some resulting images after applying several sharpening and noise removing

filters to the left side figure using Photoshop software. Applying an adequate85

number of filters can provide an image with sharp-looking fracture edges that

are easier to process.

Figure 2: Results after applying several sharpening and noise removing filters to the left side

figure.

Several statistical noise removing approaches can be explored for each frac-

tured porous media pattern images that can be investigated; however, for il-

lustration, an example for a sharp fractured network figure is considered here,90

after removing the noise as illustrated in Subfigure (a) of Figure 3. The sharp

fractures image pixels are converted to zeros and ones as shown in black and
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white within Subfigure (b). This can also be applied using one of the image

processing filters (e.g. the canny edge detector filter).

Once the image pixels are converted to zero’s and one’s, certain feature95

extraction techniques can be used to locate the interesting spots in the input

image to a certain precision, which are the pixels forming the fractures in this

case. If the objects of interest can be described in a parametric form, one way to

apply such extraction is the use of the Hough Transform (HT) [30, 31, 32, 33].

HT is considered a relatively easy method to extract the parametrized ob-100

jects such as lines, parabolas, circles or ellipses from images. However, a different

HT function is implemented for each case [34]. In general, HT uses a simple

one-to-many scheme to perform a conversion between the original image space

and Hough Space. Meaning that for every point in the source image a curve is

drawn in Hough Space. For simplicity in this paper, the technique is explored105

further utilizing 2D fractured porous media images as in Subfigure (a) of Figure

3.

The fractured network considered in this case is mainly formed by a collection

of lines. Although lines can be described analytically in many ways, a convenient

equation for describing them in a parametric form is Equation 1 [33].

ρ = x cos(θ) + y sin(θ) (1)

Equation (1) parameters are illustrated in Subfigure (c) of Figure 3. ρ indicates

the vertical distance from the origin to the line considered. θ is the angle of

the perpendicular projection from the line considered, and the domain origin110

measured in degrees from the positive x-axis in a clockwise direction. In other

words, the orientation of ρ with respect to the x-axis. It ranges between (−90 6

θ < 90).

When analyzing an image using this approach, an HT matrix is utilized. It

is indicated by H in this paper. Its rows correspond to the number of the found115

ρ values (mρ), and its columns correspond to the number of the found θ values

(nθ). That is an mρ × nθ matrix.

The H matrix starts with all zero values. The detected edge pixels of the
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(a) A simplified 2D example of a fractured

network figure with sharp fractures.

(b) The image after converting its pixels into

zeros (white) and ones (black).

(c) For each binary image, HT is calculated to gener-

ate the θ, ρ, and H values using Equation (1). Such

that, ρ is the vertical distance from the origin to the

line considered, θ is the angle of the perpendicular pro-

jection from the line considered and the domain origin,

H is the resulting HT matrix.

Figure 3: illustrating the HT parameters to perform the conversion between the original image

space and Hough Space in Section 3.1.
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image to be analyzed form the (x, y) parameters. In other words, all the lines

that go through (x, y) are converted into (ρ, θ) space and the corresponding cell120

(ρ, θ) is increased by one. Meaning that for each non-zero pixel in the binary

image, ρ is computed for every θ using Equation (1) and rounded off to the

nearest applicable row in the H matrix where the corresponding cell value is

incremented.

At the end of the HT algorithm, every point Q in this accumulator array125

H(row, column) represents one particular line in the original image. In other

words, it indicates that there are Q points in the xy-(pixel plane) on the line

specified by the ρ−row and θ−column.

The Q points that reach a high value in the accumulator array indicate

that many of the detected edge pixels lie on the same line. Such points can be130

obtained by filtering the maximum peaks in the image. Subfigure (a) of Figure

4 illustrates a visualization of the H matrix. Subfigure (b) illustrates filtering

the 50 maximum peaks in the image. Subfigure (c) demonstrates where these

maximum peaks reside within the original image. It can be noticed that the

peak values found within the H matrix indicate the potential fracture’s lines135

existing within the binary image.

It can be observed clearly from subfigure (b) of Figure 3 that the naturally

existing fractures have the same dimension as the matrices surrounding them.

However, due to the tiny fracture aperture scales compared to the matrices, their

existence causes a severe constraint on the time steps, as discussed in Appendix140

A and in [35, 36, 37, 38, 7]. One way to overcome this computational overburden

of using significantly small time steps is to use the cross-flow Reduced Fracture

(RF) equilibrium estimation concept. So, skeletonizations can be applied to

extract the region-based shape features representing the general form of the

fractures.145

The basic idea for skeletonization is to peel off as many pixels as possible

while preserving the general shape to be recognizable, connected, centered, and

as thin as possible. Appendix D demonstrates the results of applying the algo-

rithm to any input image including more complicated cases and discusses the
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(a) The H matrix starts with all zero values.

Then, for each non-zero (black) pixel in the

binary image, ρ is computed for every θ using

Equation 1 and rounded off to the nearest ap-

plicable row in the H matrix. The H matrix

rows indicate the number of ρ values found,

and its columns indicate the number of the θ

values found.

(b) At the end of the HT algorithm, a value

Q in H(row, column) indicates that there are

Q points in the xy-(pixel plane) on the line

specified by the ρ−row and θ−column. The

peak values found within the H matrix (blue

circles) indicate the potential lines existing

in the input binary image.

(c) The original fractures image lines are in black, and

the detected fractures within them are illustrated in

red.

Figure 4: Interpreting the H matrix contents and the lines detected within the chosen image

in Figure 3 for the fractures detection illustration purposes in Section 3.1.
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possibility of extending the Approach to 3D cases.150

The skeletonized fracture shapes are continuous in the domain. They need

to be discretized to obey the discrete nature of the numerical systems. So, the

domain is divided into blocks according to the assumed mesh sizes, as shown by

example in Figure 5.

Figure 5: The domain is divided into blocks according to the assumed mesh sizes to obey the

discrete nature of the numerical systems.

In order to deal with the fractured porous media system in a discrete manner,155

we need to define: (1) the matrix blocks; (2) the fractures boundaries within

each matrix block that is their intersection points with the grid cells; (3) the

fractures intersection points with each other within the matrix blocks or in the

boundaries.

Since ML methods depend on artificially designing features, one way to do160

that is to classify the fractures according to their orientations to distinguish
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their capabilities to intersect with each other. In other words, the fractures are

clustered into categories and each category may intersect with other category

fractures but never with the same category fractures. A logical way to think

about it is to classify the fractures to either (1) vertical; (2) horizontal; (3)165

oriented to North-East (NE); or (4) oriented to North-West (NW), as demon-

strated in Figure 6. The figure shows that the North-West (NW) orientation

fractures are extended to the South-East (SE), and North-East (NE) orientation

fractures are extended to South-West (SW). So, it is more convenient to con-

sider one of them in the classification, and the other will follow automatically.170

In addition, it can be noted that each fractures cluster would mostly intersect

with the other clusters, and rarely with the same cluster.

Figure 6: One of the logical ways is to classify the fractures is to classify them to either (1)

vertical; (2) horizontal; (3) oriented to North-East (NE); or (4) oriented to North-West (NW).

ML methods fundamentally use techniques such as Histogram of Oriented

Gradient (HOG) [39, 40], Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [41, 42], the

Signature of Histograms of Orientations (SHOT) [43, 44], Viewpoint Feature175

Histogram (VFH) [45, 46], and Point Feature Histogram (PFH) [47, 48], each

of which can be applied with various ML based algorithms.

The classifier utilized in this section is based on using HOG [49] with a
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multiclass Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. HOG is an efficient way

to extract the features from the pixels that are used in an object recognition180

classifier. Here the image is first preprocessed followed by computing gradient

vector pixels that include magnitude and direction. This is followed the dividing

the image into 8×8 pixel cells. In each cell, the magnitude values of these 64 cells

are binned and cumulatively added into buckets of unsigned direction with no

signs, so 0−180 degrees rather than 0−360 degrees. Then, a 2×2 cells (16×16185

pixels) block is slide across the image. Within each block region, 4 histograms

of 4 cells are concatenated into a one-dimensional vector and then normalized

to have unit weight. The final HOG feature vector that is a concatenation of

all the block vectors can be fed to classifiers like the SVM for ML tasks. In

other words, each fracture image is partitioned to smaller spatial regions (cells),190

and each cell accumulates a local 1D histogram of gradient directions or edge

orientations over the cell pixels. Combining these histogram entries constructs

the necessary representation. This can simply be applied in MATLAB using the

extractHOGFeatures method. It returns a visualization image that composes a

conjecture about the needed amount of information for the analyzed image as195

illustrated in Figure 7 for different cell sizes.

The HOG feature vectors that are concluded from the training images are

used to train the classifier. So, one of the important issues is to assure that the

HOG feature vectors are encoding enough data about the object under consid-

eration, that is, the fractures in this case. So, we need to assure that enough200

fractured system images are used. Appendix E illustrates several implementa-

tion details for the training and testing used in this paper.

Since this approach classification only classifies the fractures according to

the direction they are oriented to, the rest of the fracture properties need to be

extracted by applying certain AI techniques.205

When the fractures are classified as either vertical, horizontal, oriented to

NE, or NW, they are clustered according to their capabilities to intersect with

each other. So, each cluster probability to intersect with the other clusters is

much higher than its probability to intersect within itself.
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Figure 7: The effects of changing the HOG cell size. While the cell size 8 × 8 introduces a

lot of blur around the fracture shape, the cell size 2 × 2 encodes a lot of details and increase

the vector dimensionality. So, the size 4 × 4 encodes sufficient spatial data while limiting the

vector’s dimensions and speeding up the training process.

Several ways can be used to find the intersection points between the frac-210

ture clusters either manually or numerically. Figure 8 illustrates the algorithm

adopted in this paper to automatically find the intersection points of the frac-

tures detected from the porous media images.

In principle, this computation needs to be applied to every pair of segments

in the input data. Which can be a huge number of pairs. One way to reduce215

the computations would be to perform some preliminary checks to eliminate the

segment pairs that could not possibly intersect.

The check is applied here by utilizing a region test around each fracture. So,

the smallest enclosing rectangles with sides parallel to the axes are examined
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Figure 8: The algorithm used to automatically find the intersection points of the fractures

detected from the porous media images.

for each fracture segment pair. If they overlap, then d1 and d2 are computed220

according to Figure 8 algorithm to check if the fractures intersect. If they don’t

overlap, then the fracture segments cannot intersect. Typically, this preprocess-

ing step will eliminate most of the potential fracture segment pairs.

In addition, since the fractures also need to be discretized to obey the discrete

nature of the numerical simulation systems, we need to find the intersection225

points of each fracture with the grid cell mesh used in the simulation. Figure 8

algorithm can also be utilized for this purpose, too, by treating the mesh lines

as another set of skeletonized unified direction clusters.

Subfigure (a) of Figure 9 demonstrates an example for the intersection points

of each fracture with the grid cell mesh that are found automatically using230

Figure 8 algorithm. Subfigure (b) shows that the fractures intersection points

with each other might reside either on one of the axes or inside a grid cell.

If the intersection point is one an axes, the fracture grid cells are dealt with
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automatically in the discretization. If the intersection point is inside the grid

cell, the fracture within that cell is divided into multiple grid cells depending235

on the count of the existing intersection points and each of them needs to be

dealt with in the numerical system. Subfigure (c) illustrates an example for

partitioning a fracture according to its intersection points with a fracture from

another cluster and with the 2D mesh. Figure 10 also illustrates a NW fracture

cluster intersection points with another NE fracture cluster (green points). In240

addition, it shows their intersection points with the mesh (purple points). All

found automatically using Figure 8 algorithm.

Several conditions need to be specified to deal with the fractures boundary

discontinuities. For example, in this section 2D matrix 1D fracture case, if

the fracture terminates at the middle of the grid cell, and not at one of its245

edges, it can either be extended in the same direction to the grid cell edge or

cut out completely. After applying this condition, each fracture segment ends

intersecting with a grid cell edge. Since each fracture segment terminates at an

edge, the fractures forge boundaries with the matrices. It is essential to have the

ability to distinguish the boundary fracture segments from the ordinary fracture250

segments. This distinction is defined by introducing certain combinations of

image detection and segmentation algorithm rules.

After the intersection points are found, we build a data structure. It stores

each fracture segment’s properties. Examples of such properties including the

fracture length, volume, depth, orientation, angles it forms with each of the255

axes, the fracture lengths within each partitioned block according to the as-

sumed mesh sizes, their orientations, the different angles they form with their

surrounding grid cell edges, and their shapes, dips, slopes, etc. The distinction

between the boundary fracture segments and the ordinary fracture segments is

also stored within the data structure. The type of boundary conditions to use260

can also be indicated within the data structure to allow the possibility to use

different boundary conditions for each fracture segment. In this paper tests,

Dirichlet boundary conditions are applied to all of the fracture’s boundaries.

As a result, their effect span through all of the grid cells connected to them.
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(a) An example for the in-

tersection points of each

fracture with the grid cell

mesh that are found auto-

matically using Figure 8 al-

gorithm.

(b) The fractures intersection points with each other

might reside either on one of the axes or inside a grid

cell.

(c) An example for partitioning a fracture according to its in-

tersection points with the 2D mesh and a fracture from another

cluster.

Figure 9: The fracture segmentation according to its intersection points.
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Figure 10: Example illustrates a NW fracture cluster intersection points with another NE

fracture cluster (green points). In addition, it shows their intersection points with the mesh

(purple points). All found automatically using Figure 8 algorithm.

Most of the properties, in Approach 1, are computed using the intersection265

points data found from the previous step and the geometrical properties of the

constructed fractured shapes. Besides, we use an object-oriented programming

scheme. In which, the fracture segments are defined as objects and their proper-

ties are stored as characteristics within each object data structure. The details

of the used data structures are discussed in Appendix F.270

It is substantial, in the data structure, to apply a mechanism that defines

the sequence of data points and segments. Such an arrangement is essential

to distinguish the data points interacting directly with each other within a

single fractured segment, or with adjacent segments, or with neighboring matrix

blocks.275

Figure 11 demonstrates the workflow of Approach 1, discussed by details

in this section (Section 3.1), by utilizing the image processing, the Machine-

Learning (ML), and the Artificial-Intelligence (AI) techniques. Its results are

used for the analytic fine-scale estimations in Step 2.
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Figure 11: The workflow followed in Approach 1 by utilizing image processing, Machine-

Learning (ML), and the Artificial-Intelligence (AI) techniques.

3.2. Approach 2: utilizing image processing and pure Machine-280

Learning (ML) techniques

As discussed before, the HOG feature vectors are concluded from the training

images that are used to train the classifier. So, it is important to assure that

the HOG feature vectors are encoding enough data about the object under

consideration. Since, in this section, we want to avoid using the AI techniques285

and perform the entire task of extracting the fracture’s properties based on the

ML techniques, additional synthetic images covering several fracture cases are

needed to train the classifier with a completely different set of labels.

Since in this case, we need to find not only the fractures orientations but

also many other properties. We need to build a data structure that stores each290

fracture segment’s properties that include the fracture length, volume, depth,

orientation, angles it forms with each of the axes, the fracture lengths within

each partitioned block according to the assumed mesh sizes, their orientations,

the different angles they form with their surrounding grid cell edges, and their
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shapes, dips, slopes, etc.295

This classification problem can be thought of as a multiscale classification

problem. According to the previous discussion, it can be noted that a significant

effort needs to be exerted on training the classifier to get better estimation

results. The effort is basically spent on collecting and labeling representative

images to train the classifier. However, in this case, additional complications300

on the fracture’s labels and shapes need to be introduced and more images for

each of these cases are required. This generally results in means hundreds of

images for each additional classification detail, and a considerable amount of

images need to be annotated to obtain these parameters. This application can

be explored further in future work.305

3.3. Approach 3: utilizing image processing and Deep-Learning

(DL) techniques

The primary difference between utilizing ML or DL is how to choose the features

of the fracture shapes. ML depends on artificially designing features, while DL

can automatically learn more abstract features by utilizing multilayer Neural310

Networks. In addition, the features extracted using ML are somewhat low-level

and designing pure ML fracture features usually requires additional time and

effort, and certain levels of complexity can be difficult.

Although DL can automatically learn more abstract features by utilizing

multilayer Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), it requires a much larger315

number of representative images compared to the ML-based approaches. The

DL based approach depends on the development of Neural networks. They

are considered the first kind of models that are capable of training end-to-end

systems [50, 51, 52, 53] with massive learning capabilities through the construc-

tion of multiple filtered layers. Appendix G discusses and illustrates several320

important details about the DL approach and the CNNs.

One way to look at the fractured system images would be to consider them

compositional images formed by multi-scale hierarchical patterns. The patterns
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can be extracted using Neural Networks. Figure 12 illustrates a potential DL

topology design for a possible extension that extracts the hierarchical fracture325

features from low-level to high-level. In this figure example, a single size tem-

plate (3 × 3) is used with different resolutions of the same image. Since the

figure scale keeps shrinking with each resolution layer, more characteristics fit

into the 3× 3 template frame in the corresponding Neural Network layer.

Figure 12: A possible DL topology design for the hierarchical fracture features extraction

from low-level to high-level that can be applied using the Neural Network layers (A possible

extension for a subsequent paper).

Applying an appropriate activation function (non-linear filter analysis) to330

each Neural Network layer leads to a deeper understanding of the system. This

understanding starts from lower-level components in the first Neural Network

layer and keeps building on it at each subsequent Neural network layer.

At the stage where big image chunks are analyzed within the Neural Network
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layer, a considerable amount of information is already extracted and can be used335

for the analytic estimations of Step 2.

This can be translated in Figure 12 example as follows:

• By applying a certain activation function in the first Neural Network layer,

we locate the individual fractures within the image. As an analysis result,

we could link them by some linear relation and another non-linear activa-340

tion function.

• Down scaling for the next Neural Network layer would allow more com-

plicated structures such as angles and corners to be found.

• Applying linking and activation analysis would allow additional properties

such as intersection points within each input image to be obtained.345

• Adding more layers could allow for mini-fracture networks and so on.

According to the previous discussion, it can be noticed that a significant effort

needs to be exerted on collecting representative images to train the Neural

Network. Additional efforts are required for the analysis and design of the

activation functions, which are the non-linear filters used for the training. This350

can be explored further in a subsequent paper.

4. Step 2: Computing the analytic fine-scale es-

timations

Subsequent to Step 1 fracture’s properties extraction from images comes Step

2 in which the analytic fine-scale estimations are computed. The analytic fine-355

scale estimations in this paper include the shape factors, the matrix-fracture

flux exchange parameters, and the transfer terms for each grid cell based on its

fracture’s properties. Several implementation details for the analytic fine-scale

estimations are discussed in Appendix H.
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According to Darcy’s law, the transfer terms indicate the fluid flow between360

the matrices and the fractures interfaces, their mobilities, viscous forces, cap-

illary pressures, molecular diffusion rates, etc. [14, 15, 16, 54]. The transfer

terms are governed by the matrix-fracture flux exchange parameters that are

affected by the shape factors. In return, the shape factors depend on the frac-

ture shapes. The derivation of the transfer terms, flux exchange parameters,365

and shape factors adopted in this paper are also discussed in Appendix H.

Within each grid cell, the dimensionless shape factor α∗ and the matrix-

fracture flux exchange parameter can be estimated by utilizing one of the fol-

lowing approaches:

• Solving for them numerically using the Finite Element (FE) scheme or the370

Discrete Fracture Network (DFN) scheme to estimate the matrix-fracture

transfer terms or flux exchange parameters numerically.

• Using molecular simulations to estimate the thermodynamic properties,

that are further used in estimating the transfer term by upscaling or cou-

pling.375

• Using analytic estimations for the physical properties under focus by con-

sidering simply computed attributes that have similar comparable prop-

erties.

Each of these approaches relies on entirely different scales, simplification as-

sumptions, input/output information count, etc. So, they are not anticipated380

to give similar results. However, their behaviors are expected to be proportion-

ally similar to conserve the physical effects of the flux exchange parameters.

The first and second approaches of the list are time-consuming, tedious, com-

putationally expensive, and inefficient in the long run from both the developer

and user perspectives. To overcome these issues and for simplification purposes,385

in this paper simulations, we use our generalized analytic estimation tactics for

our HEF scheme.

The analytic estimation approach reduces the computational costs while
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preserving the physical properties. Several analytic estimations can be derived

to be used for the numerical simulation according to the properties that need390

to be accommodated within the system, as discussed in Appendix H. The one

we choose for this paper allows for further improvements and comprising more

physical properties, as will be demonstrated in a subsequent paper. In addition,

our estimations can simply be extended to higher dimensions, as illustrated by

examples in Appendix H.395

4.1. The analytic estimation assumptions

The analytic fine-scale estimations in this paper are based on the following

assumptions:

4.1.1. In 2D

Assume linear matrix pressure functions pLm(d) for 2D grid cells defined as the400

vertical distances di among the fractures and the coarse grid cell edges.

The theoretical derivation for several potential fracture shapes is explained

in Section D of our published paper [6] Appendix for the cases illustrated in

Subfigures (a)–(d) within Figure H.28. The generated shape factor functions

according to the potential fracture shapes considered are listed in Table H.5.405

A similar idea can be applied for any other 1D fracture shape within the 2D

fractured porous media systems.

In addition, the fracture’s boundaries, that are the (x, y) positions defining

their shapes, need to be normalized before finding the fracture’s properties to be

utilized in the fine-scale computations. Meaning that a uniform grid cell with410

size h × h is defined for each 2D plane with hx = hy = h. Accordingly, each

fracture’s (x, y) boundaries are adjusted to fit the notionally common uniform

grid cell while conserving each fracture position, length, direction, orientation,

shape, and angles it forms with the grid cell edges. The effects of normalizing

the fracture’s boundaries are explored in our previous paper [5].415

Also, since according to the CCFD scheme presumptions, the other char-
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acteristics like the fluid pressure, concentration and rock porosity in CCFD

approximations are assumed to be located at cell centers. They are defined, to

be solved for, at the centers of the fracture segments within each grid cell, and

saved accordingly within the data structure. By being located there, they are420

at the closest point of the segment to the grid cell center.

Besides, for the fine-scale, symmetry is assumed around each fracture within

the grid cell. So, the equations derived for one side of the fracture applies to

its other mirrored side. Although, some slight changes need to be applied to

fit with the newly derived fracture configuration, especially the fracture signs.425

Some tests related to that are demonstrated in our previous publication [5].

4.1.2. In 3D

Assume square matrix pressure functions pSm(d, z) for 3D grid cells defined by

the area Ai that cuts the cubic grid cells perpendicularly with respect to one of

its faces.430

The theoretical derivation for several potential fracture shapes is explained

in Section E of our published paper [6] Appendix for the cases illustrated in

Subfigures (e)–(i) within Figure H.28. The resulting shape-factor functions ac-

cording to the potential fracture shapes considered are listed in Table H.6. A

similar idea can be applied for other assumed 2D vertical fracture slices within435

3D rock samples. However, the other more complicated 3D shapes can be too

irregular. So, other derivations can be applied for them with some additional

degrees of complexity. This can be explored further in a subsequent paper.

In the vertical 3D fracture assumptions, an additional technique is needed to

check and keeps track of each fracture depth span within the constructed data440

structure. Since, in this assumption, fractures are slicing the grid cells vertically,

the consequent xy−planes have identical shapes that are vertical rectangles with

depth z as illustrated in Subfigures (f), (h), and (i) within Figure H.28.
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4.2. The shape factors analytic estimations

As discussed before, the transfer terms are governed by the matrix-fracture flux445

exchange parameters that are affected by the shape factors. In return, the shape

factors depend on the fracture shapes.

Since the fracture shapes and characteristics were extracted in Stage 1, in this

stage, we use these properties to estimate the shape factors that are substituted

into the matrix-fracture flux exchange parameters utilizing Equation H.4.450

Table H.5 lists the 2D shape factor α∗ estimations according to several frac-

ture shapes. Their derivation details are published in Appendix in [6]. Similarly,

Table H.6 lists the 3D shape factor α∗ estimations according to several perpen-

dicular fractured shapes. Their derivation details are published in Appendix in

[6].455

After applying the shape factor α∗ estimations within each grid cell accord-

ing to the characteristics stored within its corresponding data structure, we

estimate the flux exchange parameters α and plug them in the transfer terms

from Equations H.2–H.3. Once this is done, we are set to go to Step 3, which

is utilizing the analytic fine-scale estimations to solve for the matrix-fracture460

system pressure or concentration in coarse-scale.

5. Step 3: Utilize the analytic fine-scale estima-

tions to solve for the matrix-fracture system

pressure or concentration in coarse-scale

Appendix I demonstrates a naturally existing fractured system example. As465

illustrated in Figure I.29 of Appendix I, several multi-scale fractures exist within

any fractured system considered. In this paper, the fractures are thought of

in three scales that are small, medium, and large scale fractures. Large and

medium scale fractures span several grid cells and are dealt with explicitly in

the numerical simulation by following the previously discussed stages to solve470
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for their properties. The small scale fractures and pores’ effects are included

within the permeabilities and porosities.

In both 2D and 3D simulation cases, we deal with each grid cell separately

in the fine-scale to find the flux exchange parameters and transfer terms. The

fine-scale parameters are then plugged-in to the coarse-scale system to solve for475

the global properties (pressure or concentration).

5.1. The mathematical model

The fit-for-purpose mathematical model used for the coarse-scale in this paper

assumes: (1) losing mass in the matrices due to the adsorption per unit volume

that is estimated by a single-layer Langmuir isotherm [55, 56], (2) single-phase

real gas flow within a slightly compressible rock, and (3) the fractures are con-

sidered empty fissures filled with real gas in this simulation example. Such

cases might happen within carbonates as illustrated by example in Figure I.29

for Jebel Hafeet, or in lab settings. Equation (2) – Equation (5) describe the

matrix-fracture mathematical model for this example system.

Fm(pkm)
∂pk+1

m

∂t
+ c2∇.um = α(pk+1

f − pk+1
m ) + qext → Ωm ⊂ <n (2)

Ff (pkf )
∂pk+1

f

∂t
+ c2∇.uf = α(pk+1

m − pk+1
f )→ Ωf ⊂ <n−1 (3)

Fm(pm) =
Mgφ0
ZRT

(1 + cφ[2p− p0])+

ρsMgVL
Vstd

(
pφ0cφ

(pL + p)
+
pL(1− φ0[1 + cφ(p− p0)])

(pL + p)2

)
(4)

Ff (pf ) =
Mgφ0
ZRT

(1 + cφ[2p− p0]) (5)

The abbreviation Fβ(pkβ) can be used for Equation (2) and Equation (3) such

that β refers to either m for the matrices system or f for fractures system.

The superscript k indicates using the previous time step pressure in comput-480

ing Fβ that is used to build the coefficient matrix. The Fβ function used for
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both of the matrice’s and fracture’s system in this fit-for-purpose model are

listed in Equation (4) and Equation (5). In addition, the parameters used are

c2 = Mgp/ZRT = ρg and α = α∗|Lf |k/hµ, such that Mg indicates molecular

weight, Z real gas deviation factor, R universal gas constant, T temperature,485

k permeability, µ viscosity, and |Lf | indicates fracture length within each grid

cell.

5.2. The simulation results

Table I.7 defines the input parameters for Figure 13 test cases with their corre-

sponding SI units. Subfigures (a)–(d) illustrate the fine-scale estimation’s effects490

on the coarse-scale computations within each grid cell. The quiver plots behav-

ior corresponds significantly with the actual fracture shapes in the fractured

network.

5.3. Some implementation notes

A certain mechanism needs to be applied to keep track of the (D-1) fracture495

segments’ physical properties variation. One way to do that would be to utilize

the constructed data structures. However, the most straightforward approach,

used for illustration here, is to save the fractures property of interest (pressure or

concentration) at their corresponding grid cells in the domain and substituting

the matrice’s pressures by zeros. An example of such an approach is illustrated in500

Subfigure (b) of Figure 14 that focuses on the fracture’s pressures from Subfigure

(a) showing the variations at the fractured zones of the system due to the

matrice’s effects and the fracture’s boundary condition effects.

In addition, the intersection points and the segments surrounding them need

to be included to solve for their properties within the numerical system. A par-505

ticular mechanism needs to be specified to deal with such intersection points to

avoid evaluating the same location property several times with each fracture go-

ing through it. In other words, the segments surrounding an intersection point

on an axis edge, as illustrated in Subfigure (b) of Figure 9, are located within
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 13: The subfigures illustrate the effect of including the fine-scale estimations effects

within the coarse-scale computations for a fit-for-purpose shale gas mathematical model for

different shape fracture networks.
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(a) The figure illustrates the low fracture

pressures compared to the matrices sys-

tems within a fractured porous media.

(b) Focusing on the fracture’s pressures

from Subfigure (a) and substituting all the

matrice’s pressures with zeros to check the

variation of pressure within the fractured

zones of the system.

Figure 14: The most straightforward approach to keep track of the (D-1) fracture’s segments

physical properties variation is by saving the fractures property of interest (pressures here) at

their corresponding grid cells in the domain and substituting the matrice’s pressures by zeros.

different grid cells. So, no duplication’s occur when discretizing and generating510

the 1D fractures equations according to the RF-CCFD specifications. However,

when the intersection point resides within the grid cell, as also illustrated in

Subfigure (b) of Figure 9, several segments are formed within the same grid cell

compartment. As a consequence, a different cell-wise value (pressure or concen-

tration) is evaluated within each segment inside the grid cell compartment. So,515

a single grid cell would have several fracture property values.

Several ideas can be applied to unify the fracture property value within each

grid cell. For example, an AI algorithm can be combined with a data structure

constructing an algorithm to preprocess the data points and remove any repeti-

tions while conserving the connection links between the fracture segments in a520

somewhat tree-like data structure. Other, more straightforward possibilities can

also be applied by adding, subtracting, or averaging the values at the repeated

data points. For simplification purposes in this section, the results of all the

segments contained within a single grid cell are averaged to give a unique value
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for the property represented in that cell (pressure or concentration).525

6. Conclusion and Future Work

It can be observed from the simulation results, in Section 5, that the fine-scale

estimations plug-in to the coarse-scale numerical computations, according to our

HEF scheme specifications, transmitted the fractures structures and properties

effects to the matrices. It can be noted using the velocity vector arrows.530

In order to get more accurate fine-scale estimations in this paper, three

approaches are discussed to extract the fractured system properties from im-

ages. The first approach utilizing image processing, ML, and AI is implemented,

tested, and verified in this paper. The design of the other two (utilizing image

processing and pure ML techniques, and utilizing image processing and DL535

techniques) is provided to be investigated in a subsequent paper.

It can be noted that extracting the fractured system properties from the im-

ages directly, as applied here, broadens the flow behavior understanding within

the fractured porous media. In addition, utilizing the velocity quivers and maps

of pressure distribution visualizations helps in detecting the diversity of the flow540

regimes progressively changing over time.

Furthermore, the HEF scheme in which it is utilized falls in between the

continuum medium schemes and the DFN schemes in effort and accuracy. It

is expected to be more accurate than the continuum medium schemes and less

reliable but more efficient than the DFN schemes.545
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Appendix A. Literature explicit fracture model-550

ing schemes

Several literature explicit fracture modeling schemes were developed over the

years as illustrated in Tables A.1 – A.4.

In the Single Domain Scheme, the fractures scattered within the matrix

domain would have respective mesh sizes, permeabilities, porosities, etc. that555

correspond to the fracture’s properties and vary significantly compared to the

matrices. So, their shapes would need to correspond to the chosen mesh shapes

and would lose a lot of details. Besides, the tiny grid cell sizes used for the frac-

tures will cause the generation of very large coefficient matrices. Such coefficient

matrices require robust linear solvers that can utilize parallel runs on either a560

personal computer, computing server, or a High-Performance Computer’s Cen-

tral Processing Unit (CPU) or Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). Such large

systems add another degree of complexity to the simulation. Examples of such

solvers include PETSc for C++ and Fortran codes [80, 81], multigrid iterative

solvers [82, 83, 84], HSL solvers [85, 86], and frontal solvers [87, 88].565

On the other hand, due to the tiny fracture aperture scales compared to the

matrices in the Discrete Fracture Network (DFN) Scheme, their existence causes

a severe constraint on the time steps. One way to overcome this computational

overburden is to use the cross-flow Reduced Fracture (RF) equilibrium concept

as illustrated in Figure A.15 [17, 18, 38].570

Due to the complexity of the fractured rock systems with complex geomet-

rical shapes and fractals, massive numbers of elements are required even for a

single well test simulation. For example, Subfigures (d)–(e) of Figure A.15 illus-

trate examples for straightforward test cases in fine scale within one grid cell,

with two different fracture shapes, using the DFN scheme. These very simple575

examples help in inferring the big picture when dealing with real reservoir data.

Since this is the case with one grid cell, then it is undeniable that a slightly

larger system would require many more elements to deal with. Especially that
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Table A.1: List of the literature explicit fracture modeling schemes (Part1).

Year Scheme Description

1998 Yang and Ravi [8] Explained the usage of the most straightforward

2002 Royer et al. [9] approach for fracture simulation that uses a Single-

2002 Oliver et al. [10] Continuum and specifies the fracture and matrices

2006 Karimi et al. [11] respective mesh sizes, permeabilities, porosities, etc.,

2017 El-Amin et al. [7] and in which the fracture shapes would need to

correspond to the chosen mesh shapes, and would lose

a lot of details as a result. It was called the

Single-Domain scheme.

1982 Noorishad Proposed the Discrete Fracture Network (DFN) model

and Mehran [17] to unify the dealing with fractures and matrices by

1984 Baca et al. [18] incorporating the isoparametric elements defining the

porous media zones and line elements defining the

fractures, and couple the governing equations by

applying the superposition principle as

illustrated in the figure below [18].

1987 Andersson and Developed a numerical model to generate fracture

Dverstorp [57] networks made of circular discs with arbitrary sizes,

orientations, transmissibilities, and locations. After

analyzing the results, they found that large fractures

and high fracture density sections implicate good

connectivity locations. Besides, high fracture

density imply small flow variances within the

fracture network.
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Table A.2: List of the literature explicit fracture modeling schemes (Part2).

Year Scheme Description

1989 Dverstorp and Analyzed uneven flow distributions within the Stripa

Andersson [58] experimental drift fractured rocks using the DFN

scheme. By calibrating the network model, it was

possible to determine the model parameters using

detailed inflow distribution measurements. The

calibration process illustrated that the conductive

length per area can be used as a calibration parameter

and that different fracture sizes and density with

similar conductive fracture lengths produced similar

flow distributions.

2000 Vogel et al. [35] Applied the DFN scheme to simulate flow within

2001 Karimi and fractured porous media in 2D. The DFN scheme

Firoozabadi [36] uses the cross-flow Reduced-Fracture (RF)

2004 Geiger et al. [37] assumptions to overcome the overburden caused

2005 Hoteit and by the extremely small (tiny) fracture apertures.

Firoozabadi [38] It is almost as if it collapses both 2D fracture

sides on each other forming 1D fractures within

2D porous media as illustrated in Figure A.15.

1977 Raviart and Introduced the Mixed Finite Element (MFE)

Thomas [59] method for the 2nd order elliptic problems.

2002 Sun and Applied the lowest order RT0 Raviart-Thomas

Wheeler [60] Mixed Finite Element (MFE) method to simulate

2005 Hoteit and Darcy’s flows within fractures and porous media

Firoozabadi [38] coupled systems using independent meshes for

2012 D’Angelo and each system.

Scotti [61]

2016 Chen and Sun [62]
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Table A.3: List of the literature explicit fracture modeling schemes (Part3).

Year Scheme Description

1989 Heinemann et al.[63] Introduced and used the Perpendicular Bisector

2014 Sun and (PB) grid scheme as an extension for the DFN

Schechter [64] scheme. PB can be applied for various types of

2017 He et al. [65] networks formed either by triangle shape grids,

2017 He et al. [66] polar shape grids, convex quadrangles shape grids,

2018 He et al. [67] and curvilinear or locally refined grids. In the

PB scheme, the flux directions are assured to be

perpendicular to the grid boundary. As a result,

the accuracy of the two-point flux approximation

is preserved.

2004 Berndt et al. [68] Mimetic Finite Difference (MFD) schemes were

2005 Berndt et al. [69] used to mimic the physical properties of a

2014 Lipnikov et al. [70] certain system using polygonal and polyhedral

2014 Da Veiga et al. [71] meshes.

2015 Hinai et al. [72] Several researchers utilized the MFD scheme

2017 Ping et al. [73] ability to solve over polygonal and polyhedral

grid cells to deal with several issues that might

appear within the fractured porous media systems.

1963 Warren and Assumed the local fluxes between matrices and

Root [14] fractures are proportional to the pressure

difference between the two media. The exchange

factor is homogenized at the domain scale.

1999 Lee et al. [19] Used a hierarchical scheme to simulate flow within

fractured rocks for multiple-length scale fractures

Short and medium length fractures use analytic

solutions to include their effects within the

effective grid block permeability. Long fractures

flow is modeled explicitly using separate transport

equations.
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Table A.4: List of the literature explicit fracture modeling schemes (Part4).

Year Scheme Description

2001 Lee et al. [20] Used a hierarchical scheme similar to the previously

illustrated scheme, but with a slight difference in

dealing with the medium length fractures where the

effective matrix permeability resulting from the

medium length fractures is numerically solved for

using a boundary element method.

2001 Sarda et al. [21] Extended the Dual-Porosity (DP) scheme and dealt

with the fractures using image processing and

nodal vertex based discretization for unstructured

grids.

2003 Karimi et al. [74] Used a hierarchical approach too. However, in this

2006 Li and Lee [75] scheme small and medium fractures are modeled by

effective permeability, and large fractures are

modeled using the Discrete Fracture Networks

(DFN) scheme. Also, a simple systematic approach

is devised to estimate the transfer term between

the fractures and the discretized, homogenized

matrix blocks.

2011 Hajibeygi et al. [76] Developed a two-scale Embedded scheme for Finite

2015 de Araujo [77] Volume (FV) method at which independent grids

are constructed for each of the matrices and the

fractures domains.

2012 Moinfar et al. [78] Used the DFN scheme for the primary fractures

2016 Jiang and and the continuum type approach for the

Younis [79] small-scale fractures.

2016 Jiang and Used Li and Lee [75] scheme combined with

Younis [79] the MINC scheme.
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(a) The tiny fracture aperture scales cause a severe constraint on the time

steps. One way to overcome their overburden is to use the cross-flow Reduced

Fracture (RF) equilibrium concept. That is by collapsing both fracture sides

on each other. So, each D dimension system fractures are in (D-1) dimension.

(b) DFN discretization, such that matrices

are discretized using linear triangular elements

and fractures are discretized using linear line

elements

(c) Using smaller size and a larger

number of elements around the

fractures (Adaptive mesh)

(d) Triangular elements around

domain deformations (Example 1)

(e) Triangular elements around do-

main deformations (Example 2)

Figure A.15: Discrete Fracture Network (DFN) scheme properties and expected results illus-
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reservoir engineers tend to use a smaller size and a larger number of elements

around the fractures (Adaptive mesh) as illustrated in Subfigure (c) of Figure580

A.15.

Dealing with such tremendous numbers of element’s properties and solving

their numerical systems calls for a considerable CPU or GPU time and paral-

lelization effort, especially with larger fractured systems. It makes it neither

feasible nor profitable to model intensively fractured systems using the DFN585

scheme. Although this scheme is considered very tedious and time-consuming,

a lot of publications are built on it as an extension for it. Examples of such

publications are listed in Tables A.1 – A.4.

Dealing with such systems is still computationally challenging. This is the

main reason why a lot of researchers started working on alternative Hybrid590

Fracture (HF) schemes. The HF schemes are based on the combination of two or

more numerical schemes. As a result, they carry out their drawbacks depending

on how many properties they inherited from the original schemes. Intuitively,

applying any of the previously discussed numerical schemes requires considering

a certain technique to deal with the supplementary complexities accompanying595

each of them. However, dealing with fractured systems requires also dealing with

the fracture’s characteristics while avoiding unnecessary computational costs.

Also, developing efficient techniques within the numerical schemes to simulate

the fractured system’s effects could help significantly in testing the effects of

various physical and/or chemical applications on the core sample fractures. Such600

applications can produce higher accuracy probability estimations for the fluid

flow within the fractured reservoirs. Examples of such publications are listed in

Tables A.3 – A.4. The main HF scheme’s examples include:

• Lee et al. [19, 20] scheme that simulated the large scale fractures only

using separate transport equations.605

• Karimi et al. [74] and Li and Lee [75] scheme that used the DFN scheme

to also deal with the large scale fractures only.

• Hajibeygi et al. [76] scheme that suggested using either numerical or
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simplified analytical descriptions for the large scale fractures only.

The HEF scheme adopted in this paper uses generalized assumptions and ana-610

lytic estimations that can simply be enhanced by embedding additional degrees

of freedom for better analytic estimations, as will be discussed by details in a

following paper. It explicitly treats both visible medium- and large-size frac-

tures using generalized analytic equations within each fine-scale fractured grid.

For the sake of simplifying the discussion in this paper, the scheme applicabil-615

ity is illustrated using the conventional Cell-Centered Finite Difference (CCFD)

discretization method.

Appendix B. Distinguishing the Artificial Intel-

ligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML),

and Deep Learning (DL) techniques620

In order to understand the computational effort exerted in extracting the frac-

ture’s properties automatically from any fractured system image using one of

the three approaches discussed in this paper, it is important to distinguish be-

tween the Artificial Intelligence (AI), the Machine Learning (ML), and the Deep

Learning (DL) concepts and techniques [28, 29].625

AI includes all the techniques that enable computer devices to mimic human

behaviors for a particular purpose. Such methods could implicate either learning

by acquiring information or rules to use, reasoning to reach approximate or

decisive conclusions or self-correction. It is a broad concept that embraces

everything from simple human behavior mimicking algorithms to DL techniques.630

ML is an application of AI. It allows the systems to learn by themselves and

improve from experience automatically. ML does not need explicit instructions

to perform a particular task. Instead, it relies on patterns and inferences from

the provided data to reach accurate predictions.

DL is an application of ML. It includes algorithms that are inspired by635
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the human brain information processing manner to classify things and identify

patterns. For example, it can classify items into different categories utilizing

a labeling approach. This classification is accomplished by comparing the new

item information to the previously known item’s data in a way similar to human

brain functionality. In fact, some of its algorithms are named after the human640

biological nervous systems. For example, Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs)

are considered part of the most popular DL algorithms and when an ANN is

composed of two or more hidden layers, it is considered a Deep Neural Network

(DNN). In other words, DL detects the classification features automatically

on its own, while ML needs these features to be provided manually. As a645

consequence, DL requires a large amount of training data and considerably

high-end machines to reach accurate results.

Figure B.16 illustrates that DL is a subset of ML, and ML is a subset of AI.

In addition, it shows the standard approach for dealing with the AI programs,

and the step added when converting to a simple ML approach. It also shows650

the DL Multi-Layer Perceptron for the neural networks that are considered deep

when composed of two or more hidden layers as discussed before.
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Figure B.16: Comparison between the standard approach for dealing with the AI programs

and the step added when converting to a simple ML approach as illustrated in the figure

bounded by the green color. The figure also shows the DL Multi-Layer Perceptron in the area

bounded by purple for the neural networks that are considered deep when composed of two

or more hidden layers.
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Appendix C. Some possible fracture’s classifica-

tions

Fractures can be classified into several categories according to different char-655

acteristics. For example, they can be classified according to their modes, as

illustrated in Figure C.17, to opening fractures that are mostly joints, sliding

or tearing fractures that are mostly faults, closing fractures that lose volume by

activities similar to extensive grain crushing.

Figure C.17: Some possible fracture modes and their geological names.

Fractures can also be classified according to their connectivity, as illustrated660

in Figure C.18, to connective fractures, partially connective fractures, and seal-

ing fractures according to the porous media compartment’s properties that are

formed around them.

In addition, fractures can be classified according to the patterns they form

throughout the domain of interest, as illustrated in Figure C.19. Example im-665

ages for fractured rock systems with similar patterns are illustrated in Figure

C.20.

Images of such systems contain a lot of noise that needs to be dealt with.

Several sharpening and noise removal filters can be utilized for this purpose in

Photoshop, Python, MATLAB, or any other software that provides an image670

processing capability.
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Figure C.18: Cross section of the Triassic Basin establishing the shallow nature of the shale

layer modified from Reference [89]. It illustrates some possible underground layers arrange-

ments for the connective, partially connective, and sealed fractures.

Figure C.19: Possible fracture classification patterns according to the shapes they form

throughout the domain from Reference [90].
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Figure C.20: Example images for systems with patterns similar to Figure C.19.
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Appendix D. Extending the Approach to 3D cases

Figure D.21 demonstrates that following the algorithm steps discussed in Sec-

tion 3.1 would help in detecting the fracture pixels within any input image.

These example’s implementation utilized Python HT and Skeletonization im-675

age processing tools.

Figure D.21: Detecting the fracture’s pixels (color-coded in red) in other more complicated

fractured porous media images.

Although 2D fracture shapes have a somewhat regular data structure that

can simply be skeletonized to 1D fractures simply by collapsing the smallest

dimension, 3D shapes are too irregular. The fractures recognition and skele-

tonization within them is greatly affected by whether good representations can680

be obtained for the 3D shapes. Figure D.22 demonstrates an example for 3D

skeletonization. However, due to the different 3D shape’s irregular possibilities,

a detailed study and statistical analysis can be explored in a subsequent paper.
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Figure D.22: 3D skeletons contain surface patches (the original object image in the left and

its skeleton in the right).

Appendix E. Approach 1 implementation details685

Appendix E.1. Training images and labels

In this paper, synthetic images are used to train the classifier. The selected

images and classification labels depend on the ML solution design. In Approach

1, according to Figure 6 design, the fractures are classified to either (1) vertical;

(2) horizontal; (3) oriented to North-East (NE); or (4) oriented to North-West690

(NW).

In this paper tests, we use 21 images for the vertical fractures at different lo-

cations within the grid cell, 22 images for the horizontal fractures also at different

locations within the grid cell, 199 images for the fractures oriented North-East

(NE) at different locations with various lengths and orientations, and 126 images695

for the fractures oriented North-West (NW) with various lengths, orientations,

and locations. Figure E.23 shows some example of these training images.

More training images can be used to achieve better classification results,

especially for the NE and NW oriented fractures since they encompass several

orientations and shifts in each direction.700

After training in this design, the testing is applied to the fractured network

partitioned blocks as illustrated by example in Figure 5. However, according to
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Figure E.23: Examples of the training images used to train the classifier in Approach 1.

this training set, the partitions need to be resized to contain a single fracture

only. Then the images are scaled to become comparable to the training image’s

dimensions, and binarized to remove the noise as illustrated by example in705

Figure E.24.

Figure E.24: An example of preprocessing an image by binarizing it. The left side subfigure

is the original image and the right side subfigure is its binarized version.

Binarization is applied by replacing the values above a certain threshold with

1’s and the values below with 0’s. So, the final image becomes a collection of

1’s and 0’s only.
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Appendix E.2. Training the classifier710

Before using the classifier officially, the classifier needs to be trained and tested.

When training and testing a classifier for the first time, the data images need to

be partitioned to approximately 80% for training and 20% for testing [28, 29].

Such that the data used for training is different from the data used for testing

to avoid bias and data overlap. In other words, it is important to note that the715

classifier must never be trained on the test data to check its capability to deal

with different cases.

This can simply be done in MATLAB by utilizing fitcecoc function from

Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox, and the extractHOGFeatures function

from the Computer Vision Toolbox to create a multiclass classifier using binary720

SVMs. The same can be done in Python using sklearn, svm, svc, HOG cell

histogram, and HOGDescriptor functions.

MATLAB fitcecoc function takes as an input the training features extracted

using the extractHOGFeatures method for each image from the training im-

ages, and their labels. Then, it returns a completely trained, multiclass, Error-725

Correcting Output Codes (ECOC) model. The function utilizes K(K − 1)/2

binary Support Vector Machine (SVM) learners using a one-versus-one encoding

scheme, such that K is the count of the unique class labels.

After training the classifier, its accuracy is evaluated using the partitioned

testing images. HOG features are also extracted for the testing images and used730

in predicting the fracture’s classes based on the training data. Then, a confusion

matrix can be constructed to quantify the classifier accuracy. In our test case,

Figure E.25 confusion matrix was retrieved from our input images. Of course,

other confusion matrices can be retrieved depending on the used training and

testing images, and the matrix columns represent the predicted labels and the735

rows represent the known labels.

According to row 1 in Figure E.25 confusion matrix, this classifier some-

times classifies the horizontal fractures as NE oriented fractures with a 31%

probability. This can be expected for the fractures with orientations close to
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Figure E.25: A confusion matrix is used to quantify the classifier accuracy based on the

provided images. Here the value 1 indicates the horizontal fractures, 2 the NE oriented

fractures, 3 the NW oriented fractures, and 4 are the vertical fractures.

the horizontal line. Similarly, in row 2, the NE oriented fractures are sometimes740

classified as vertical fractures with a 20% possibility for the fractures with ori-

entations close to the vertical lines. NW oriented fractures are rarely classified

as NE oriented fractures with a 5% probability since they are too far from

each other in their characteristics. Vertical fractures are rarely classified as NW

oriented fractures with a 10% possibility. In all of these cases, the maximum745

probabilities for each case are used as the dominant classification analysis result

for the classifier accuracy test. They usually reside on the matrix diagonal in

the confusion matrix.

Of course, using different training sets or testing sets would produce different

confusion matrices. However, the basic behavior would be similar with slight750

differences in the probabilities.

According to the previous discussion, it can be noticed that a significant

effort needs to be exerted on training the classifier to get better estimation

results. The effort is basically spent on collecting and labeling representative

images to train the classifier.755

Appendix F. Data structures used in this paper

In this paper, we use an object-oriented programming scheme. In which, seg-

ments are defined as objects. Their characteristics and properties are stored

within each object data structure. Such features include the fracture’s locations
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within the mesh grid cells, their actual beginning indexes and ending indexes, the760

indexes within the uniform grid cell normalization, midpoint indexes, midpoint

pressure, midpoint density, midpoint concentration, borders velocities, segments

sequence, neighboring segments and matrices, their respective sequences, possi-

bly interactive segments or matrices, etc.

The construction of each data structure begins by defining the class used to765

initialize its objects. Each class defines the variables and characteristics stored

within each object, and the methods defining the possible operations and actions

applied to these variables. Then objects are defined and liked according to the

data structure chosen as discussed in [91, 92, 93, 94].

For this paper implementations, Linked List’s structures are used. Designing770

a data structure that is made of lists of fracture segment objects helps signifi-

cantly in applying the desired computations. Examples of such possible Linked

List’s structures are demonstrated in Figure F.26.

The Linked List structure allows navigation in one direction of the list, as

illustrated in subfigure (a). The Double-Link list structure is a variation of775

the Linked List that allows the navigation in both directions, as illustrated in

subfigure (b).

Each element in a Double-Link list has data field(s) and two link fields called

next and previous. The last next link carries a null pointer to indicate the end

of the list. Similarly, the first previous link carries a null pointer to indicate the780

beginning of the list as demonstrated in subfigure (c) of Figure F.26. Several

basic operations can be applied to such structures, that are considered very

useful in this case. Examples of such operations include [91, 92, 93, 94]:

• Insert First: Add an object to the beginning of the list.

• Delete First: Delete an object from the beginning of the list.785

• Insert Last: Add an object to the end of the list.

• Delete Last: Delete an object from the end of the list.
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(a) The Linked List structure can be used to represent similar objects pointing

to each other allowing the navigation in one direction.

(b) The Double-Link List structure can be used to represent similar objects

pointing to each other with two pointers allowing the navigation in both

directions.

(c) A class diagram represents the objects connections through pointers that

can easily be applied to any structure. In this case, it was applied to the

double-link lists.

(d) Adding the node representing the intersection point be-

tween two fractures is like altering the order of connections

between the nodes objects.

Figure F.26: Options of simple data structures applicable to the segmentation results.
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• Insert After: Adds an object after a certain item changing the order of

the list.

• Delete: Delete an object from the list based on a certain property.790

• Display forward: Displays the complete list contents in forward order.

• Display backward: Displays the complete list contents in backward order.

Adding the node representing the intersection point between two fractures is

like altering the order of connections between the node’s objects following the

(Insert After) operation as illustrated in subfigure (d) of Figure F.26.795

Appendix G. Approach 3 implementation details

Since DL is based on the development of Neural networks [50, 51, 52, 53], Fig-

ure G.27 illustrates several different Neural network topologies. They emerge

from various architectures applying distinct development approaches. Each of

these Neural network topologies is organized in layers consisting of several in-800

terconnected nodes, and use tens to hundreds of hidden layers according to the

characteristic of interest.

Assuming a small size fracture within a single grid cell compartment. Since

the fracture can be placed at different locations within a single grid frame,

the ML classifiers would need to construct different templates for each possible805

fracture location within the frame. Then, the constructed templates are used

as a base for the extracted information.

On the other hand, the DL Neural networks are capable of sliding a single

template across the whole frame. This scanning process is known as convolution

and it removes the necessity to create several templates for a single fracture810

shape at different locations within the domain. Neural networks utilizing such

an approach are called Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs).

It is worth mentioning that Wang and Killough [96] developed a relative

permeability upscaling technique for coarse-scale heterogeneous reservoirs based
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on a non-linear regression optimization. Regression is one of the ML modeling815

types that mainly predicts a continuous quantity. In other words, regression

approximates a mapping function f from input variables (X) to a continuous

output variable Y . This can be written as f(X) → Y . We can apply a similar

idea to approximate a mapping function for one of the fractured porous media

system characteristics, but this would require knowing a set of representative820

input and output quantities.
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Figure G.27: An almost complete chart of the Neural networks topologies developed so far

[95].
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Appendix H. Step 2 details: the analytic fine-

scale estimations

The literature iterative embedded schemes used independent grid cells within

a finite element model for each of the matrices and fractures, as demonstrated825

in [76]. However, our HEF scheme is simplified to be applicable in the CCFD

settings. This can simplify the simulation model significantly according to the

utilized grid cell shape and the adopted approach for the discretization. Espe-

cially when applying the cross-flow Reduced Fracture (RF) concept with (D-1)

dimension fractures and D dimension matrices.830

Appendix H.1. The transfer terms, flux exchange, and shape

factor derivations

According to literature, there several ways to derive the transfer term used

within such schemes. The derivation details for the transfer term adopted in

this paper are covered in our previous paper [6] Appendix (Section B.3). The

derivation gives Equation (H.1) that includes the effects of capillary pressure,

gravity g, viscous forces, and the matrix block’s pressure gradients.

Qmf = α
km
µ

([pm − ρmgz]− [pf − ρfgz] + Lc4 [g|ρf − ρm|]) (H.1)

In Equation (H.1), α is the flux exchange parameter, km is the matrix perme-

ability, µ is the fluid viscosity, ρm is matrix density, ρf is fracture density, Lc

is a characteristic length for the matrix-fracture flux, g is gravity, pm is total835

matrix head, pf is total fracture head.

It is important to note that the total head of a system is the total quantity

of pressure for that system’s fluid flow, including both its elevation head and

pressure head. Ignoring the gravity for simplification purposes, meaning that if

(g = 0), we end up with the flux exchange parameters in Equation (H.2) and

Equation (H.3). Such that Equation (H.4) is used for regular mesh sizes where

h = hx = hy and the fracture length is Lf . The resulting Equation (H.2) –
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Equation (H.4) are different and more generalized than Hajibeygi et al. [76]

equations.

Qmf = α
km
µ

(pf − pm) (H.2)

Qfm = α
km
µ

(pm − pf ) (H.3)

α =
α∗|Lf |
h

(H.4)

To illustrate the idea further, we apply the 2D assumptions used in this case

to Hajibeygi et al. [76] matrix-fracture flux exchange parameters. So, we end

up with Equation (H.5) and Equation (H.6).

Qmf =
h2

< d >

km
µ

(pm − pf )
1

h2
→ 1

< d >

km
µ

(pm − pf )→ α =
1

< d >
(H.5)

Qfm =
h

< d >

km
µ

(pf − pm)
1

h
→ 1

< d >

km
µ

(pf − pm)→ α =
1

< d >
(H.6)

In both equations, α = 1/ < d >. Meaning that it depends mainly on the

distances between the fractures and the grid cell edges. On the other hand, the

HEF transfer term’s matrix-fracture flux exchange parameters follow Equation

(H.2) – Equation (H.4). So in this case, α depends on the relation between840

the fracture length Lf to the uniform grid cell size h for each h × h grid cell

mesh, and the dimensionless shape factor α∗ that depends on the actual fracture

shapes.

Appendix H.2. Listing the shape factors analytic fine-scale

estimations845
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(a) The blue line in-

dicates the distance di

in triangle shape frac-

tures.

(b) Distances d1 and

d2 in vertical shape

fractures.

(c) Simplified dis-

tances d1 and d2 in

the tetragonal shape

forming fractures.

(d) Distances d1 and

d2 in the normal

tetragonal shape

fractures.

(e) Triangular shaped

face fractures in 3D.

(f) Area Ai vertically

cutting the triangular

shaped face fracture.

(g) Rectangular

shaped face fractures

in 3D.

(h) Area Ai vertically

cutting the rectangular

shaped face fractures.

(i) Tetragonal shaped

face fractures in 3D,

and the area Ai verti-

cally cutting them.

Figure H.28: Different fracture shape’s examples within a single grid cell illustrating the usage

of Table H.5 cases for 2D examples, and Table H.6 cases for 3D examples, published within

our paper [6].
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Table H.5: 2D shape factor α∗ estimations according to several fracture shapes. Their deriva-

tion details are published in our paper [6] Appendix.

Shape Formed Distance di and shape factor α∗

Triangle shapes If both fracture boundaries are on the grid cell corners:

formed by di = ((yd − y0)(xd − x0))/|γ|

fractures and If one fracture boundary is on a grid cell edge and the

cell edges other boundary resides on a cell corner:

di = (1/γ) ∗ [(yd − y0)(x− x0)− (xd − x0)(y − y0)]

One side distance: α∗ = h/ < di >

Both sides distance: α∗ = 2h/ < di >

Vertical shape Considering the distance from one side:

fractures di = 4xi, α∗ = 2h/(|γ| < di >)

Considering the distance from both sides:

di = (4x1 +4x2)/2, α∗ = 4h/(|γ| < di >)

such that x1 represent one side distance

and x2 represent the other side distance in the x-axis

Horizontal shape One side distance: di = 4yi, α∗ = 2h/(|γ| < di >)

fractures Both sides distance: di = (4y1 +4y2)/2, α∗ = 4h/(|γ| < di >)

such that y1 represent one side distance

and y2 represent the other side distance in the y-axis

Vertical Distances form triangles with fracture edges on cell corners:

Tetragonal di = [|x1 − x2| ∗ |y1 − y2|]/|γ|

shape Distances form triangles with a fracture boundary on a grid

fractures cell corner and the other boundary on the cell edge:

di = (1/γ) ∗ [(y2 − y1)(x− x1)− (x2 − x1)(y − y1)]

General case:

di =
√

(y − y1)2 + (x− x0)2

b2 = (x2 + y2)− (x1 + x0)x− (2y1)y + (x1x0 + y21) = 0

→ di =
√
b2 (not linear)

One side distance: α∗ = h/ < di >

Both sides distance: α∗ = 2h/ < di >
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Table H.6: 3D shape factor α∗ estimations according to several perpendicular fractured shapes.

Their derivation details are published in our paper [6] Appendix.

Shape Formed Area Ai and shape factor α∗

Fractures cutting triangle Ai = (z/|γ|) ∗ [(yd − y0)(x− x0)− (xd − x0)(y − y0)]

corners with vertical slices Considering the distance from one side:

similar to subfigures (e) α∗ = h/ < di >

and (f) from Figure H.28 Considering the distance from both sides:

α∗ = 2h/ < di >

Fractures cutting rectangular Ai = γ[(yd − y) + (y − y0)]

slices similar to subfigures (g) Considering the distance from both sides:

and (h) from Figure H.28 α∗ = h/ < di >

Fractures cutting tetragonal If the fracture boarders are on the cell corners and

slices similar to the shape edges forming triangles with the cell boundaries:

defined by the connected red Ai = (z/γ) ∗ [(y2 − y1)(x− x1)− (x2 − x1)(y − y1)]

line in subfigure (i) of → simplest case

Figure H.28 Generalizing to any tetragonal shape:

Ai = z
√

(y − y1)2 + (x− x0)2 → since

b2 = (x2 + y2)− (x1 + x0)x− (2y1)y + (x1x0 + y21) = 0

Ai = z
√
b2 (not linear)
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Appendix I. The implementation details to solve

for the matrix-fracture system pres-

sure or concentration in coarse-scale

Appendix I.1. A naturally existing fractured system ex-

ample850

A real visible physically existing example for the fractured porous media rocks

is Hafeet mountain in UAE. It is a large tertiary anticline caused by folding

limestones as illustrated in Figure I.29. The figure also shows the possible

existence of multi-scale fractures within a single system. Subfigure (a) shows

large scale fractures due to the crust folding, Subfigure (b) magnifies one corner855

side of the mountain, and Subfigure (c) magnifies one stone of that corner.

Several multi-scale schemes can be introduced to solve for the system proper-

ties of interest (either pressures or concentrations) using the resulting fine-scale

flux exchange parameter α. In this section, α is used in the coarse-scale to solve

for a physical property (pressure) in a D dimension matrix and (D-1) dimension860

fracture systems as a single matrix-fracture coupled system.

Table I.7 defines the input parameters for Figure 13 test cases with their

corresponding SI units.
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(a) Jebel Hafeet, in UAE, is a large tertiary anticline caused by folding limestones, about 26

km long and 4-5 km wide, that extends from north to south forming an asymmetric mountain.

(b) Magnifying one of Jebel Hafeet sides

demonstrate the multi-scale empty fissures.

(c) Concentrating on one of Jebel

Hafeet stones shows the empty fissures

clearly.

Figure I.29: Jebel Hafeet is part of the crust that rose from beneath sea levels over millions of

years as can be concluded from many existing fossils that indicate many subsurface properties,

taken by Sahar Z. Amir during the Middle East Land Seismic Acquisition Boot Camp (2015),

Al Ain, UAE.
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Table I.7: The input parameters for Figure 13 test cases with their corresponding SI units.

Variables Value Unit

Domain size (Lx × Ly) 22× 22(a,b) m×m

and 88× 88(c,d)

Fracture aperture 0.0017(a), 0.0019(b) m

0.002(c), 0.0024(d)

Fracture initial permeability Kfi = (fracture aperture)3/12 m2

Matrix initial permeability Kmi = Kfi ∗ 1E − 11 m2

Fracture initial porosity φfi = 0.001 Dimensionless

Matrix initial porosity φmi = 0.05 Dimensionless

Initial Pressure Pi = 7.863275E6 Pa

Bottom whole pressure Pw = 6.447E6 Pa

Shale rock density ρs = 2550 kg/m3

Shale gas density ρg = 0.656 kg/m3

Molecule effective diameter deff = 3.988E − 10 m

Mg = 0.01604 kg/mole

Gas constant R = 8.314 (Pa ∗m3)/(mol ∗K)

Temperature T = 430.372 K

Initial viscosity µ = 0.0000184 Pa.s

Fracture initial porosity 6.5267E − 8 Pa−1

compressibility

Matrix initial porosity 3.6259E − 8 Pa−1

compressibility

Fracture and matrix gas Zf = 1

compressibility factor Zm = 1

Langmuir pressure PL = 2.07 ∗ 10E6 Pa

Langmuir volume VL = 2.83E − 03 m3/kg

Standard gas volume Vstd = 0.0224 m3/mol

Injection rate −(2E − 6 ∗ Lx ∗ Ly)/(24 ∗ 3600) m2/s
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